HyLIFT-EUROPE:
Powering the future

The HyLIFT-EUROPE project represents the largest European trial
of hydrogen fuel cell material handling vehicles to date. Its principal
aim is the deployment of more than 200 fuel cell material handling
vehicles and associated refuelling infrastructure throughout the
continent. Victoria Hattersley talks to Hubert Landinger, senior project
manager, to find out how this project is moving towards its ultimate
goal of wide-scale commercialisation.

H

yLIFT-EUROPE began in January 2013
and is co-funded by the European
Joint Undertaking for Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen. Set to be completed in 2017, the
results of the project will be disseminated
throughout Europe, focusing on European
airports and large industrial users of material
handling vehicles, as well as key policy and
industry stakeholders and the general public.
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But what makes hydrogen fuel cell
technology so important for powering the
vehicles of the future? In a word: sustainability. Projects such as HyLIFT-EUROPE
are not only interesting from a technological
point of view, but are also vital if we are to
meet EU emissions targets – not to mention
the ambitious aims set by the 2015 Paris
Climate Agreement.

A fuel cell, like a battery, converts chemical potential energy into electrical energy.
However, while batteries only hold a closed
store of energy and must either be discarded or recharged once this is depleted, a
fuel cell uses an external supply of chemical
energy. It can therefore enable a material
handling vehicle to run indefinitely as long as
it continues to be supplied with a source of
both hydrogen and oxygen.
Mr Landinger explains: “Fuel cell technology is a quiet and, at least locally, zero emissions means of powering vehicles which
can be easily refuelled – such as gasoline
or diesel vehicles. In the current phase fuel
cells replace batteries in material handling
vehicles in order to profit from the time saving of fast refuelling compared to more timeconsuming battery swaps or recharging.
In the long run fuel cells can also replace
diesel or LPG internal combustion engines
in material handling vehicles, enabling significant emissions reduction gains.”
However, there are other benefits for industrial users aside from the obvious sustainability

gains. From a productivity point of view, the
range extension from fuel cells can enable
multi-shift operation with quick refueling,
without the need for recharging. They also offer
constant power, enabling drivers to move more
goods in a certain period of time. This reduces
lost productivity time and, hence, this technology is also showing promising signs of being
more economically rewarding than traditional
battery-powered vehicles.
Furthermore, while fuel cell material
handling vehicles are as yet too expensive
for wide-scale commercial uptake, there will
be significant cost reductions for customers
when higher volume production – one of the
main aims of the HyLIFT-EUROPE project –
is achieved.

Global ambitions
HyLIFT-EUROPE involves 10 partners,
covering the entire value chain and all the
disciplines and technologies required for providing fully working hydrogen powered fuel
cell material handling solutions. This includes
both large and SME companies, collaborat-

ing with the aim of establishing a strong
European presence in the hydrogen fuel cell
material handling vehicle market.
“For instance,” says Mr Landinger, “for
warehouse trucks and forklifts STILL is the
respective partner in HyLIFT-EUROPE. But all
large material handling vehicle manufacturers
are exploring the options of fuel cells in material handling vehicles through participating in
demonstration and deployment activities.” In
addition to STILL, these include major players
such as Crown, Jungheinrich, Linde Material
Handling and Toyota Material Handling Europe.
Boosting Europe’s position in fuel cell
technology on a global level is also key:
one of the aims of the project is to initiate
large-scale deployment of fuel cell material
handling vehicles in Europe in order to catch
up with the US, where 10,000 such vehicles
are already in operation.
“It has to be said that the US is clearly in the
lead when it comes to fuel cell material handling vehicle deployments, although there has
been some cross-collaboration in the form of
applying US fuel cell technology in the vehicles
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of European OEMs, for example. However, it
also has to be mentioned that in the US nearly
all fuel cell systems have been supplied by
only one manufacturer, so real competition
does not exist yet. That opens up opportunities for European stakeholders to catch up
and establish series production capabilities. In
other important world regions such as Japan
or China, fuel cell activities are still in premature
prototype and small-scale stage but should
not be underestimated.”

The project so far: ongoing deployments
The project phase of HyLIFT-EUROPE
encompassed both the demonstration of 200
fuel cell material handling vehicles at various
sites across Europe, and the demonstration of
state-of-the-art supporting hydrogen refuelling
infrastructure at 10–20 vehicle-user demonstration sites throughout Europe. To date, one
of the biggest successes for the project so far
has been the deployment of 46 fuel cell materials handling vehicles at Prelocentre, France,
which are ‘performing well’, according to Mr
Landinger. Also noteworthy is the signing of
a contract with a large French retailer for the
deployment of a large fleet (>35 units) as well
as plans and ongoing discussion to enlarge its
fleet to more than 150 units.
But of course projects such as HyLIFTEUROPE will naturally have a certain amount
of fluidity, with discoveries being made along
the way as technology progresses or new
challenges arise. As such, outcomes can
never be predicted with total accuracy.
Mr Landinger tells us: “We learned a lot
inside the project phase of HyLIFT-EUROPE,
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so we do understand better the influence of
different parameters for the successful application from an economical point of view.
We identified several topics and difficulties
with regard to consulting and permission
for hydrogen infrastructure. Furthermore,
we know more about other technologies in
competition with fuel cells in material handling vehicles – such as Li-Ion batteries.”
Besides the deployments within HyLIFTEUROPE itself, there are a number of fuel
cell material handling vehicle demonstrations
going on throughout Europe. One example
Mr Landinger mentions is the HAWL project,
taking place in France and coordinated by
Air Liquide Advanced Business. This project
aims to demonstrate the competitiveness
and technical maturity of hydrogen fuel cell
forklift truck fleets in a European logistics
warehouse environment.
Elsewhere in Europe, the Belgian retailer
Colruyt Group recently announced it will be
receiving 200 drop-in PEM fuel cells for installation in its Class 3 pallet jacks for low-order
picking and double-length forks at its Dassenveld distribution centre at Halle near Brussels.

What next?
While there have been many successes, there
are still plenty of challenges to be faced when it
comes to meeting the commercial targets set
by HyLIFT-EUROPE. But Mr Landinger is confident that any such issues can be addressed
and believes that, when the project concludes
in 2017, it will be judged positively.
He summarises the expected outcomes
and main challenges to be faced in this way:

“If all activities of HyLIFT-EUROPE materialise
as planned, the project will be a success.
Within the above-mentioned deployments it is
not yet possible to meet commercial targets
without financial support, therefore adequate
financial support mechanisms will have to be
developed and provided until the technology
is commercially fully self-sustaining. But they
(the deployments) are of significant importance to establish customer confidence in
hydrogen and fuel cell technology, to generate
a better understanding with regard to value
proposition and to establish a strong and reliable supply chain.”
It is also true that this technology will not
be commercially viable until it has achieved
a greater degree of flexibility. “The technology has to be made available for smaller
fleet sizes and also for more complex integration scenarios such as the replacement
of international combustion engines.”
There is still much work to be done then,
but the signs are promising as more key
industry players jump on board. In November
2016, for example, Kalmar, part of the Cargotec Corporation, announced that it will be
starting cooperation with SSAB in Sweden to
develop a hydrogen-powered medium-range
forklift truck. The project will last for around
two years and will include the development,
demonstration and testing of the forklift truck.
WIth this and other projects in the pipeline –
not to mention its application in other areas
such as unmanned aerial systems – it is clear
that we can expect to hear much more about
this promising low-emission technology in the
n
coming months and years.
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